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Today the sun moves from the 15th degree, which is shown below, to the 16th degree
later on this day. So I am sending both the 15th and 16th degrees.
The 15th degree of any sign is the purest balanced essence of that sign,
since it is the furthest degree from both the preceding and following signs.

15 degrees Aquarius

The Angels of Astrometaphysics
Also known as
The Angels of

Ugirpon
Iwotfug
using the Stejnar cipher

Beloved,

Light waves become light particles of information in the

pineal gland through meditation,
meditation allows the outer lights to become the inner
lights.

The pineal gland produces over 20,000 psychoactive
chemicals that determine consciousness.
As light particles entering the eye unfold information
within this gland,
specific chemical combinations are produced and
introduced into the bloodstream,
affecting all other glands.
The light coming from bodies in outer space
has profound biophysical effects on everything in
creation.
This is not limited to light entering the eye.

The natural hairy coverings of animals and humans
particularly are sensitive
to subtle energies of lights from space,
which is why shamen and spiritual adepts are often seen
with long natural hair.

We teach people about the motions of heavenly orbs, about
astronomy,
and how astronomy influences desires, thoughts, emotions, and
physical manifestations.

When a person has reached a certain stage of maturity,
we teach them about the inhabitants of other planets,
about their spiritual
development and maturity, about their technical
achievements,
and any other information of importance.
The Stejnar Cipher is sometimes quoted in these messages.
This was a paper handed out to students of Franz Bardon
in inner circles that transposed certain of the letters of the names
of the heavenly hosts into other letters.
Research is showing evidence that the transposed names, as
mentioned above under Ugirpon,
relates to the physical names of stars and astronomical entities
and
physical locations of incarnations of the heavenly hosts.
However, to know the outward lights, one must go inward to look at
them.

As above, so below.
In the cycles of time, a long period of relative ignorance concerning
stars and heavenly bodies is ending.
Many people are becoming more conscious of information waves
coming from space.

Remember, information waves are decoded in the pineal
gland through receptivity in the act of meditation,
as conscious attention changes light waves into light
particles.
Through intention, it is possible for a person to connect with other
planets and points in space time.

In deep meditation this connection becomes an
information superhighway.
From the prime beginning, the lights in the sky have
transmitted
information, and the celestial music of the spheres has

danced within the nervous systems of all life.
Meditation and deep contemplation, using the Delta-Theta-Alpha
range of
brainwaves and awareness, freezes light waves into light particles.
These light particles are packets of information. It is these light
packets that set off chemical reactions in the pineal gland and
other glands,
which psychoactively change consciousness.
The vast reaches of outer space are mirrored in the vast reaches of
inner space, and the interface between the macrocosm and the
microcosm is conscious attention itself.
This is why consciousness can change a light wave into a light
particle.
These light particle information packets from heavenly spheres are
software programs,
that use conscious attention to download chemically
into a body. That is why having a daily process of meditation is so
important.
Where the attention goes, energy flows.
Through inner guidance, create a personalized system of meditation
if you do not already have one.
Then, by pointing your attention on any
planet, or area of the sky in your will and thoughts, and asking for
information,
streaming light waves are attuned to and become light
particle packets of information in your pineal gland and the cave of
Brahma surrounding it.
The universe is made of infinite fractals, which is the meaning of
"As above, so below."
Fractals are repeating patterns that nest inside each other
endlessly.
This is why an atom looks like a solar system and a solar system
looks like a galaxy.
This is why it is said that man is made in Gods Image.
The heavenly host corresponding to the degrees of the planets and
points in your astrological chart are the members of the heavenly
hosts who form your original spiritual family for this lifetime.
If a planet in your astrology chart, for example, is located at 3
degrees and 16 minutes Aquarius, this means
that that planet has already gone through the entire 3rd degree and
is already 16 minutes
into the 4th degree. Therefore, look up the angel group for 4
degrees
Aquarius. Any little bit over a degree puts you in the influence of
the next degree.
Once you know the angelic names of the degrees of each of your
planets
and points, use meditation and the cosmic language to integrate
them into your consciousness.
An astrological chart shows dynamics in the relationships between
various heavenly host and divine virtues
and how they impact each area of consciousness and area of life.

Progressions and transits map this process through time.
Fixed stars that conjunct or parallel planets or points in your natal
chart designate highest gifts and purposes.
Over an Egyptian Temple are the words, Man Know Thyself.
This is a key phrase pointing to meditation as the pathway to
illumination and enlightenment.
MIRACLES

Ugirpon
UThe creative act and karma.
GGrace and Mercy.
ICause and Effect.
RFreedom and independence, following inner guidance.
PThe urge to spiritual perfection.
Umlaut O, oeTransmutation through cognition brought about by
Love Divine.
OJustice and Harmony.
NSupreme Happiness.
Miracles

ASTROLOGY FLOW CHART
Print out for your files.
Divine energy flows from the ALL THAT IS into an individual
incarnated Atman, or son or daughter of Divine Being,
which is designated through the sun/moon in a persons natal birth
chart.
Divine Beingness corresponds to Delta brainwaves of Pure Being.
The energy of the Atman flows down through the secondary suns of

Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto;
which corresponds to Theta brainwaves of deep inner thought.
Then the energy flows down through the inner planets,
which are Alpha brainwaves of emotion,
and through the signs,
which are Beta brainwaves of memory, logic, and the five senses.
It looks like the following flow chart:
+ = masculine, fire, electric, giving
- = feminine, water, magnetic, receiving
**************************************
ASTROLOGY FLOW CHART FOR OUR SOLAR SYSTEM
[+]
= the spirit, masculine, fire, electric, delta and theta
brainwaves, or pure being and unity, will, and thought in meditation
[- ]
= the soul, feminine, water, magnetic, alpha and beta
brainwaves, or emotions and sensations of physical reality
THE ALL THAT IS BECOMES A SINGULARITY IN THE
INCARNATION OF A SON OR DAUGHTER OF GOD

Sun [ + ] and Moon [ - ]
equals respectively Spirit-Soul

The spirit and soul of this singularity flow through
Uranus, Neptune, Pluto
These are secondary suns and equal respectively
Willpower [+], Wisdom [+, - ], Love [ - ]
The energy of Divine Will flows through Uranus to
Earth [ + ] Saturn [ - ]
Creative Will flows to Earth and goes to the constellations of
Leo [++] Cancer [+, - ]
Receptive Divine Will flows through Saturn to the constellations of
Aquarius [ -, +] Cap [ -, - ]

The energy of Divine Wisdom flows through Neptune to
Jupiter [ + ] Mercury[ - ]
Under Jupiter is
Sag [++] Pisces [+, - ]
Under Mercury is
Gemini [ -, +] Virgo [ -, - ]

The energy of Divine Love flows through Pluto to
Mars [ + ] Venus [ - ]
Under Mars is
Aries [++] Scorpio [ +, - ]
Under Venus is

Libra [ -, +] Taurus [ -, - ]

The middle path is wisdom which is the child or offspring of electric
will and magnetic love together.
All fire signs are +,+; creative and electric in the inner [ Alpha-emotion] and outer [Beta-five senses, logic, memory] world.
Air signs are -,+; receptive on the inner and creative on the outer.
Water signs are +,-; creative on the inner and receptive on the
outer.
Earth signs are -,- receptive in the inner and outer world.
So, for instance, if your sun is in Capricorn, then your Masculine
Nature or Creative Spirit is receptive on the inner [emotion] and the
outer [five senses, logic]
of Divine Will expressing through physical reality.
Or, if your Mars is in Pisces, then creative Divine Love expresses
through creative wisdom in emotion on the inner and in the outer
world through receptivity.
Transpluto planets in your natal chart apply to the path of
enlightenment and world
service. The north node of the moon in your chart is where the
entire chart is headed.
These points would be important to almost anyone reading these
messages.
[There is free software available online that will allow you to make excellent charts including the
transpluto planets.
A good but expensive software that provides the transpluto planets and the asteroids can
be obtained from Astrolabe . Tel.: USA [508] 896-5081 ]

Footnotes
The names and meaning of angel groups come from Quaballah,
which is a very ancient set of teachings which together form a common precursor, or root, of three
of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam, and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the heavenly host in the zone girdling the
earth, and the angels who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name.
This name is a key to their powers and influence.
Names, phrases, and sections, in the angel messages are quoted or paraphrased from the books of
Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is referenced from
THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-921338-02-6,
and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced from THE KEY TO THE TRUE
QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.
These books have very important information for these studies.
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory book for the others.
Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book,
"Frabato the Magician", gives historical background and was compiled by his German publisher
from notes written by Franz Bardon.

Feel free to share these messages,

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,

and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.
THE LAW OF ONE
We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed
When one is helped, all are helped.
Therefore, in the name of who I AM, and I am one with all there is;
I ask that ONLY THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL CONCERNED happen .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.
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